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Amino re-energised 
The recent launches of a plethora of new OTT TV services, including 
AppleTV+, Disney+ and HBO Max, together with enduring “cord cutting” in 
our view demonstrates the ongoing disruption in the PayTV industry. We 
have long viewed Amino as a beneficiary of structural change in the sector 
and we therefore revisit its acquisition of 24i in July and the subsequent 
view of the enlarged group’s combined capabilities seen at September’s 
International Broadcasting Convention 2019 (“IBC”). The combination of the 
two businesses means Amino goes to market with a materially enhanced 
product set and a significantly broader customer base – with new verticals 
and additional blue-chip names. The 24i acquisition also supercharges 
Amino’s transition towards a more software-led business model.  

▪ An enhanced product offering: The recent past has seen Amino make a 
strategic investment in the software offering, both organically and via 
acquisitions to build an end-to-end ("E2E") online video delivery platform. 
24i had a similar vision, but with greater focus on particular elements of 
the value chain - notably User Interfaces / Experiences ("UI"/"UX") and API 
development (interconnecting the respective elements of their own IPTV 
delivery platform). Whilst we believe the Amino platform is solid in both 
areas, the addition of 24i to the group enhances the existing product suite 
and should therefore create new opportunities in cross- and upselling.    

▪ A significantly broader customer base: Amino's historical business model 
has been to monetise its core competence of video software expertise via 
the sale of IPTV devices, bundled with its software to tier-two and three 
communications network operators globally. Over the past two years, the 
group has gained increasing traction with larger clients - for example 
PCCW and T-Mobile. It has also recorded increasing standalone software 
and services sales. The 24i acquisition brings new clients in new verticals 
to Amino - particularly broadcasters and TV channels. Over 500 brands use 
24i services and the company has a strong customer roster, including 
names such as Fox Sports, KPN, NPO, RTE, Sinclair Broadcasting & Viacom.   

▪ Supercharging the move towards a software-led business model: 
Management attention over the past 12/18 months has focussed on 
moving Amino towards a more software- led business model. We estimate 
the 24i acquisition brings a c80% uplift in software sales to Amino on a 
reported basis. In reality, the true value of software to Amino is likely to 
be much higher than financial reports suggest – devices are powered 
Amino’s software and would be unlikely to be sold without software to 
make them useful.
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FYE NOV ($M)  2017 2018 2019E 2020E 

Revenue  96.1 88.9 75.2 81.9 

Adj EBITDA  20.5 16.8 16.7 19.2 

Fully Adj PBT  15.2 11.2 10.0 11.3 

Fully Adj EPS (c)  20.9 15.3 12.1 13.6 

EV/EBITDA (x)  4.0x 4.8x 4.8x 4.2x 

PER (x)  6.5x 8.9x 11.2x 9.9x 

Dividend yield  6.3% 6.9% 6.9% 6.9% 

Source: Company Information and Progressive Equity Research estimates 
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Ongoing Disruption in Pay TV 

We continue to believe that the global Pay TV industry is experiencing significant 
disruption, and that Amino stands to be a beneficiary of the ongoing upheaval. In the key 
US marketplace, “cord-cutting” volumes remain high and there are emerging signs that the 
trend is spreading to Europe. Against this backdrop, OTT service providers continue to gain 
new subscribers. Below we address each of these three points:  

Cord cutting volumes remain high 

With the US Q3 2019 Telecoms and Media reporting season now largely over, it has become 
clear that cord-cutting continues to impact the cable TV industry. For the unfamiliar, the 
term refers to the propensity of customers to end their subscription to traditional cable 
television services. To quote one respected commentator on the US pay TV industry – 
“Cord cutting is uglier than before1” in Q3 2019 with the disconnection rate “hitting the 
worst it has ever been”. To quote another article “Cord-Cutting Bloodshed Worsens in 
Q32”. Furthermore, industry sources believe the outlook continues to remain 
unfavourable, with multi-million disconnections expected once again in 20203.  

Where the US leads, Europe appears to be following 

The US Pay TV market is often used as a lead-indicator of global industry-wide, so we 
believe that sentiment towards the traditional pay TV sector in other territories will have 
been impacted by trends in that key market.  

In addition, there are signs that the cord-cutting trend is also being felt in Europe4, with 
declines in Pay TV households being reported in the UK, Denmark, Switzerland and 
Germany.5 According to consultants Strategy Analytics,  Europe’s cord cutting seems to be 
following a somewhat similar pattern to the US in that the impact was first felt in Cable TV 
with operators such as Comcast, and then the contamination spread to satellite5.  

Note that North America represents Amino’s largest market, followed by EMEA.  

OTT services continue to grow 

Over the past few months, there has been considerable coverage in the trade and wider 
media of new OTT TV service launches from several of the global ICT and media giants, 
most notably AppleTV+, Britbox (BBC & ITV), Disney+ and HBO Max (AT&T). In the US, the 
OTT providers continue to grow – with estimated 600k new subscribers being added in 
calendar Q3 2019, vs an estimated 1.74 net loss for AT&T, Charter and Comcast.  

We believe these trends demonstrate the ongoing disruption in the global pay TV 
industry. Traditional players are suffering, upstarts (OTT) are seeing momentum. This 
provides us with an opportunity to revisit the strengths of Amino following its acquisition 
of24i. We have long viewed Amino as a potential beneficiary of structural change in the 
global video industry. The 24i acquisition has re-energised Amino and has significantly 
enhanced the group’s ability to capitalise on ongoing industry disruption.   

 

1 https://www.fiercevideo.com/cable/cord-cutting-even-worse-than-freaking-ugly-q3 
2 https://www.lightreading.com/video/cord-cutting-bloodshed-worsens-in-q3/a/d-id/755293 
3 https://www.cordcuttersnews.com/cable-tv-could-lose-6-2-million-subscribers-in-2020-as-cord-cutting-
continues-to-grow-new-study-shows/ 
4 https://www.mobileeurope.co.uk/press-wire/european-tv-viewers-starting-to-cut-the-cord 
5 https://www.thebroadcastbridge.com/content/entry/13378/cord-cutting-spreads-across-europe 
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Amino and IBC 

As part of its own sales and marketing activities, Amino has been a long-term attendee of 
IBC, as has 24i. In September this year, the combined group attended with the stand 
marketed under the 24i brand using demonstrations powered by Amino VU devices.  

This year, our visit to the show confirmed that the three core growth drivers that we 
identified at last year’s IBC remain intact for the both the IPTV industry as a whole and 
Amino: 

▪ E2E solutions are increasingly important to network operators 

▪ Android TV is gaining increasing traction as the video delivery platform software stack 
of choice. 

▪ Industry interest in “upcycling” legacy hardware is increasing. 

While we continue to believe that the Amino group is well placed to be a beneficiary from 
each of them, for us, the highlight of IBC 2019 was the palpable energy and optimism on 
display at the 24i/Amino stand. We believe that any visitor to the stand will have come 
away with a much greater understanding of the combined group’s platform and abilities. 
The “new” Amino goes to market with a broader product set and a significantly expanded 
customer base. We continue to believe that 24i was a genuinely transformational 
acquisition. In our view, the deal has re-energised the Amino group.  

 
Amino/ 24i at IBC 2019 

 

Source: Company materials 
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About 24i 

24i was founded in 2009 by Martijn van Horssen and Hans Disch and is positioned as “the 
industry-leading video experience company”. With 170 full-time employees, 24i is head 
quartered in Amsterdam and has offices around the world, including Los Angeles, New 
York, Rio, Buenos Aires, Madrid, Helsinki and Brno in the Czech Republic. 

Over 500 media brands worldwide trust 24i’s video experience solutions and services to 
generate new revenue streams and enrich and extend their TV and video services to new 
platforms and devices. Notable customers of 24i include, NPO, iflix, KPN, PureFlix, RTE, 
NLZIET, Fox Sports, Globo and Sinclair Broadcasting Services. 

24i works in collaboration with content owners, distributors and technology partners to 
engineer solutions that allow consumers to access content wherever, whenever and 
however they choose. The group has established a strong network of relevant partnerships 
across the OTT video value chain.  

An enhanced product set 

Within the OTT IPTV delivery ecosystem, 24i is a front-end specialist and collaborates with 
multiple technology and platform partners. Following the acquisition by Amino, 24i has 
also now fully integrated Amino’s online video platform under its brand and product 
portfolio (shown below as 24i Smart Video). The following graphic demonstrates both 24i’s 
core competences in OTT TV, and of the platform’s key connectivity elements (APIs). 

 
24i and the IPTV value chain 

 

Source: Company materials 
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24i’s core competence is the creation of UIs (the rightmost end of the previous chart), 
where it positions itself as the innovator of next generation video experiences for 
operators, broadcasters and other OTT services. 24i’s markets the Company’s expertise in 
the front end (i.e. customer facing) segment of the OTT video value chain, through its agile 
video experience platform and suite of Smart App and Smart Video products.  

24i has also developed the Smart Backstage management and insight console which, 
through a collection of its own and partner APIs, connects other OTT functionality to create 
an E2E IPTV video platform, providing customers with a unified view of their OTT service. 
For customers who prefer to work with their preferred vendors, 24i is also pre-integrated 
with other key players across the OTT video ecosystem including Verizon Digital Media; 
Comcast Technology Solutions and Bitmovin. 

24i is, to varying degrees, also involved in all the other areas shown by shaded boxes in the 
chart, with the single exception of content generation. The Company has strong expertise 
in creating IPTV Players (the software layer behind the UI), in encoding and transcoding 
video content and in operating OTT video platforms. For DRM, CDN and Devices, 24i has a 
limited offering but again, uses its Smart Backstage platform and experienced professional 
services team to integrate with partner vendors. 

Note, 24i does not sell IPTV devices. Given the strength of the Amino VU devices offering, 
we see this an area for cross-selling between 24i and the existing Amino business.      

Products 

24i has a comprehensive product offering, as summarised in the following graphic. 

 
The 24i product offering 

 

Source: Company materials 
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24i Video Experience Platform 

The 24i Video Experience Platform converges traditional TV with OTT services, extending 
video services online. Comprising the 24i Smart Apps Framework, Smart Video Engine and 
Smart Backstage Manager, this modular, next-generation SaaS platform supports 
integration across the video ecosystem to provide E2E video experience solutions for 
operators, broadcasters and any media company, at any stage of their video evolution. 

24i Smart Apps 
The 24i Smart Apps Framework supports every media company’s unique OTT TV and Video 
business strategy and technology architecture with custom or white label application, UX 
and UI development. The framework simplifies the syndication and delivery of live and on-
demand TV and video content to every TV and video platform including mobile, web, Smart 
TV, game consoles and Set-Top-Boxes (STBs). 

24i Smart Video 
The 24i Smart Video Engine gives media companies the control they need to deliver local 
or hosted live and on-demand streaming content to any device and platform, including 
Linux and Android TV.  

From content ingest, to multi-platform distribution, the E2E 24i Smart Video enriches 
metadata and provides a common media backend architecture and web-services to 
support subscriber segmentation, personal recommendations and on-the-fly media 
packaging for multicast, HLS and MPEG-DASH video services.   

24i Smart Backstage 
The 24i Smart Backstage UX, integration and insight Manager connects with any media 
company's backend system, defining, managing and analysing customer-facing video-
experiences and applications via a centralised management console. The cloud-based 
Smart Backstage has three, core functionalities 1) an intuitive CMS 2) an application layout 
manager and 3) an integration management API layer, which enriches, organises and 
presents content within your OTT application. 24i Smart Backstage also includes a rich 
choice of layout elements and branding options, from which media companies can 
customise and brand their video experiences as they wish. 

24i Services 

Smart Labs 
24i Smart Lab provides four core services 1) Research and Development 2) Strategic 
Planning 3) User Design and 4) Quality Assurance. 24i’s mission to innovate the video 
experience for its customer's success drives every decision on how the company designs, 
develops and deploys its products and services. 

Smart Ecosystem 
The 24i Smart Ecosystem is a collection of best-in-class technology and service partners, 
who, by integrating across the 24i Video Experience Platform, provides media companies 
with a wide choice of E2E Video Solutions. Connecting through Smart Backstage, 24i 
standardises partner technology integrations, data models and APIs to accelerate time to 
market and upcycle existing platform investments. 
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New verticals and a broader customer base 

24i brings a broad range of customers to Amino. Over 500 media brands have used 24i, 
with a selection of them shown in the following table.   

 
24i – Selected customers  

 

 

Source: Company materials 

 

We believe the graphic demonstrates a number of key points: 

▪ 24i has an impressive client roster, with blue-chip names including HBO, KPN, o2, RTE, 
Sinclair Broadcast and T-Mobile. 

▪ 24i has gained traction across a number of verticals, including:  

- Telecoms operators such as Entel, Eutelsat, KPN, TDC and T-Mobile. 

- Broadcasters such as Globo, NPO, RTE and Sinclair Broadcast Group. 

- TV Channels for example Fox Sports, HBO the Tennis Channel and Showmaxx. 

▪ There is an encouraging overlap with the existing Amino client base, including Entel, 
DNA and T-Mobile – giving further optimism in the potential for cross- selling.  
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A new sales strategy 

To date, Amino has served over 1,000 customers. The group’s historical business model has 
been to monetise its core competence of video software expertise via the sale of IPTV 
devices, bundled with its software, to tier-two and three communications network 
operators globally. In addition, the group has made sales to tier-one operators such as 
PCCW (Hong Kong), Telekom Austria and Telecom Italia, and has recently gained increasing 
traction for its standalone Amino OS software solutions, with notable sales made to 
Cincinnati Bell (USA), PCCW and GTD Chile. 

We understand that there will be increasing marketing cross-over between Amino and 24i, 
with teams specialising in either business. Clearly there is a degree of overlap in the service 
offerings of the two businesses.  However, the marketing strategies and sales efforts of 
both organisations were quite different, as were many, but not all, of the respective target 
clients. Marketing efforts will focus on offering a joined-up solution, as well as the primary 
offerings of both businesses. We therefore see good potential for cross- and up- selling 
from the combination of the two businesses.   

Based upon our conversations with management, we understand that in the IPTV platform 
sales cycle, the end-user facing elements such as the UI are typically tendered early in the 
process, as customers wish to ensure brand consistency and quality in the eyes of the 
consumer.  As a video experience specialist with a complementary IPTV platform product, 
this has benefited 24i as ceteris paribus, they would have been involved in the procurement 
process earlier than Amino would have been for the same contract. As the two sales teams 
work more closely together, we understand that Amino plans to leverage the earlier entry 
of 24i into the sales cycle. 
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Supercharging the transition towards software-led 
business model 

Faced with unfavourable market conditions in the hardware supply business, with the FY 
2018A results, Amino announced a three-part business transformation programme. The 
goal was to 1) increase software- led sales, 2) exit low-margin hardware supply and 3) 
implement a group-wide cost saving programme. We view the move away from hardware 
towards software as a sensible course of action given: 

▪ Software is a typically higher margin business than hardware supply. 

▪ Increasing software sales in the business mix makes for improved revenue visibility. 

▪ Hardware is becoming increasing commoditised – as evidenced by the plethora of 
(primarily South-East Asian) STB manufacturers exhibiting at IBC 2018 and 2019. We 
believe high competition will put industry-wide hardware margins under further 
pressure.  

▪ A STB involves contains components from multiple suppliers. Manufacturer’s profits 
are therefore subject to input price swings out of their control.    

Much to their credit, management saw the increasing commoditisation of low-end 
hardware relatively early - hence the exit from commodity hardware announced as part of 
the transformation programme.  

The group has also recorded an increasing number of standalone software sales across the 
globe over the past two years (e.g. Cincinnati Bell, GTD Chile, PCCW Hong Kong, T-Mobile 
Netherlands), so it appears rational to focus on this area given the commercial traction 
being gained. 

The 24i business model is entirely based upon software supply. The following chart 
summarises the recent progression of the group’s software activities.  
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Amino – software exposure 2016A – 2018A 

 

Source: Progressive Equity Research estimates from company data 

Asterisk signifies Progressive Equity Research estimate for Amino + 24i 

As the chart shows, between 2016 and 2018 the contribution of software sales to group 
revenues remained on average around 10%, although the level saw a degree of fluctuation 
largely to the “lumpy” nature of one-off license sales.  

Although we welcome the increased detail of Amino reporting hardware and stand-alone 
software revenues separately, we believe the result somewhat understates the true value 
of Amino’s software to the group. Devices are powered by Amino’s software and would be 
unlikely to be sold without software to make them useful. Therefore, the real value of 
software to Amino is likely to be much higher than financial reports suggest. Nevertheless, 
in our view it is insightful to examine the potential impact of the 24i acquisition to Amino’s 
software exposure.  

Amino reported revenue of $88.9m for the year ending November 2018 and of that, $9.3m 
was software and services. 24i reported $8.4m (E7.1m) turnover for the year ending 
December 2018. Combining 24i’s revenue with Amino’s software sales makes for an 
aggregate $17.7m of software revenue – or 18% of the combined total, a material uplift 
from the 10% reported figure.  

Clearly this is not a perfect piece of analysis. The reporting periods were slightly different 
(November vs December year-ends) and revenues were recorded under different 
accounting standards (IFRS vs Dutch GAAP).  

However, based upon this calculation, we believe that software sales of the combined 
group are likely to be significantly greater than Amino would have delivered on a stand-
alone basis.  

In conclusion, with the top line contribution from software sales c80% higher as a result 
of the 24i deal, we conclude the deal has supercharged Amino’s move towards a 
software-centric business model.     
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Financial Summary: Amino Technologies 

Year end: November ($m unless shown)      
      
PROFIT & LOSS  2017 2018 2019E 2020E 
Revenue  96.1  88.9  75.2  81.9  
Adj EBITDA  20.5  16.8  16.7  19.2  
Adj EBIT  15.1  11.2  10.3  11.5  
Reported PBT  13.3  8.2  5.9  7.2  
Fully Adj PBT  15.2  11.2  10.0  11.3  
NOPAT  15.1  11.2  10.3  11.5  
Reported EPS (c)  20.8  11.2  6.7  8.3  
Fully Adj EPS (c)  20.9  15.3  12.1  13.6  
Dividend per share (p)  6.7  7.3  7.3  7.3  

      
CASH FLOW & BALANCE SHEET  2017 2018 2019E 2020E 
Operating cash flow  22.2  14.3  14.7  19.2  
Free Cash flow  15.3  9.5  10.3  13.7  
FCF per share (c)  20.9  13.0  13.4  17.9  
Capex  (6.3) (4.8) (4.5) (5.5) 
Acquisitions  (0.5) 0.0  (17.6) (1.0) 
Dividends  (5.6) (6.8) (7.3) (7.6) 
Net cash flow  9.6  2.9  (14.7) 6.2  
Shares issued  0.0  0.0  0.0  0.0  
Other movements  0.0  0.0  (0.1) (0.1) 
Net (Debt)/Cash  17.4  20.3  5.5  11.6  

      
NAV AND RETURNS  2017 2018 2019E 2020E 
Net asset value  73.1  73.5  78.6  85.0  
NAV/share (c)  99.6  100.9  102.7  110.9  
Net Tangible Asset Value  0.8  1.0  1.2  1.4  
NTAV/share (c)  1.1  1.4  1.6  1.9  
Average equity  59.5  73.3  76.1  81.8  
Post-tax ROE (%)  25.7% 11.2% 6.8% 7.8% 

      
METRICS   2018 2019E 2020E 
Revenue growth   (7.5%) (15.4%) 8.9% 
Adj EBITDA growth   (18.3%) (0.1%) 14.8% 
Adj EBIT growth   (25.9%) (7.3%) 11.4% 
Adj PBT growth   (26.1%) (10.3%) 12.8% 
Adj EPS growth   (27.0%) (21.0%) 12.8% 
Dividend growth   9.9% 0.1% 0.0% 
Adj EBIT margins   12.5% 13.7% 14.1% 

      
VALUATION  2017 2018 2019E 2020E 
EV/Sales (x)  0.8 0.9 1.1 1.0 
EV/EBITDA (x)  4.0 4.8 4.8 4.2 
EV/NOPAT (x)  5.4 7.3 7.8 7.0 
PER (x)  6.5 8.9 11.2 9.9 
Dividend yield  6.3% 6.9% 6.9% 6.9% 
FCF yield  15.4% 9.6% 9.9% 13.2% 

 

Source: Company information and Progressive Equity Research estimates 
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Emily Ritchie 
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